Adaptation of the QUANUM platform for internal audits in nuclear medicine in Brazil
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ABSTRACT
Audit is an ongoing review of all processes involving a particular service to ensure that each process is developed systematically and in accordance with specific regulations. The IAEA developed an internal audit process named QUANUM - Quality Management Audits in Nuclear Medicine being available at their website. This tool offers support to management quality audits, assisting teams in the evaluation of quality management system. QUANUM tool was developed based on the European Community guidelines and international recommendations. In order to be better applied in a country, national regulations should be followed not to generate non-conformities. Based on the current legal framework a review was performed under light of the normative items from national regulators which should be in compliance with the international recommendations. Also, national requirements not addressed by international recommendations were considered. Therefore, a single model was designed to meet both requirements, national and international standards and regulations. An Internal Audit model was elaborated which helps to quantify risk levels concerned to the process as a whole suggesting that Brazilian national regulations meet about 60\% of the international QUANUM requirements. After adaptation, a unified internal audit model was modeled where 32\% are requirements from Brazilian standards, 27\% from international recommendations and 41\% for both Brazilian standards and international requirements. This tool systematizes and improves the quality management policy and, at last, be able to attend the Regulatory Audit, minimizing non-conformities with positive impacts on the services offered to the population.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Medicine (NM) is a medical specialty that uses safe, painless and mostly non-invasive methods providing information that other diagnostic exams couldn’t. This technique uses non-sealed sources of radionuclides, called radiopharmaceuticals, which are administered to the patients orally, by inhalation or subcutaneously, presenting a specific distribution for each organ or cellular tissue [1].

Although the vast majority of procedures in Nuclear Medicine has a diagnostic purpose, therapeutic procedures have also been performed for many years. In these cases, the objective is using the deleterious action of the ionizing radiation from the radiopharmaceuticals in a tissue or organ of interest with the purpose of killing neoplastic cells. As examples of these procedures we can highlight the use of the radioiodinated iodine-131 in the form of sodium iodide for thyroid disorders treatments, and Samarium-157 in the form of Hydroxyapatite used in treatments for bone pain [1].

As a multidisciplinary field, NM involves several processes, ranging from the labeling of molecules in the preparation of the radiopharmaceutical, evaluation of the performance of diagnostic equipment, patient dosimetry, radiological protection, clinical analysis, among others. Thus, the effective control of the parameters which ensure quality of care for the population in diagnostic and therapeutic applications should be performed periodically, aiming to maintain a satisfactory level [1].

The Quality Control (QC) of the equipment is part of a larger Quality Assurance (QA) program. Not least, the training of the personnel should also be evaluated during the implementation of the QA. This involves all efforts to ensure better results for the radiation detection process that will result in the best possible image, with a safety and optimized technique [1]. Therefore, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has developed a tool called QUANUM - Quality Management Audits in Nuclear Medicine Practices, which supports the audit of quality management in NM practices, assisting audit teams in the evaluation of NM services [2].

Brazil has two regulatory bodies for NM: (a) National Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN) and (b) National Sanitary Surveillance Agency (ANVISA). CNEN established the CNEN-NN-3.01 [3] standard towards to the requirements for radioprotection for all plants that use ionizing radiation, and CNEN-NN-3.05 [4] to specify requirements for security and radiological protection for nuclear medicine services [5]. Furthermore, ANVISA establishes sanitary requirements by means of the
resolutions of the collegiate board (RDC), which are norms for health establishments. For specific NM control and regulation, ANVISA published RDC-38 on June 4th, 2008, providing design and operation conditions for in vivo NM services [5].

However, none of the regulatory agencies has a published methodology to verify compliance with specifically applicable requirements or conformities assessed by documentation or on-site inspections. This self-assessment, or internal audit, is required to comply with the QA process ensuring satisfactory performance. For this internal audit to be adequate and best applied in a country, national regulations should be followed to avoid generating nonconformities, through an assessment process containing all the information of the steps that constitute a QA system should be established. The QUANUM tool was developed based on European Community guidelines and adapted to the reality of Brazilian NM services, using current legislation [2].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In addition to the Brazilian standards and regulations, international recommendations were analyzed and compared to those requirements introduced by QUANUM tool. Within the worksheet, a new tab was created to identify Brazilian normative items. Therefore, a single model was designed to meet both requirements, national and international standards and regulations. The process should contain the quality assessment of all components related to the practice, including professional education and training which need to be continuously evaluated [7,8].

In the developed model a "risk level" has to be evaluated in relation to the level of compliance; risks was defined as level A, B and C. Level "A" was classified as high risk, where an immediate solution for noncompliance should be provided. Level "B" was considered moderate risk where nonconformity has to be solved in a period ranging from 1 to 3 months. Level "C" was considered a low risk and the nonconformity can be solved within 6 months or until the next internal audit. Therefore, a National Internal Audit model was developed aiming to suggest what is needed to be implemented to minimize risks.
This model takes into account the management, operational procedures, physical buildings, equipment, human resources, impact on operational practice and records. This audit system should be able to evaluate the whole process from the patient's entry to the medical report after solution.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Currently in Brazil, there are 460 NM services, of which only 39 are registered in the IAEA NumDAB (Nuclear Medicine Database) system. The registration of a service in the system is voluntary but important to inform the level of assistance and the actual competence. Table 1 shows actual status of this practice in Brazil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of operating equipment</th>
<th>Therapeutic rooms</th>
<th>Radionuclides in use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planar and Single Photon Emission Tomography – SPECT</td>
<td>Cyclotron for radionuclide production</td>
<td>99mTc, 131I, 123I, 18F, 11C, 67Ga, 68Ga, 111In, 153Sm, 177Lu, 90Y, 201Tl, 223Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Photon Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography – SPECT/CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography – PET/CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Radioiodine Therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of Nuclear Medicine services in the country is growing fast. The complexity of the main procedures and controls makes necessary to better supervise and guarantee the safety of these facilities. Analyzing national regulations, the quality control tests (QC) for equipment are established without any minimum declared performance parameter. Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate those parameters, based on international and manufacturer recommendations for good equipment performance and tests reliability [3]. Furthermore, the Regulatory Authorities also do not establish minimum requirements for personnel training. Figure 1 shows QUANUM tool with international and national data for checklist 5 (patient radiological protection), where it could be observed international (blue) and nationals (red) requirements to each evaluated item.
A semi quantitative comparison between the requirements evaluated based on both international and national recommendations and standards results shown in figure 2. According to the primary verification, national regulations and standards meet 60% of the international QUANUM requirements, as can be seen in figure 2.
After adaptation, a unified internal audit model was designed where 32% are requirements from Brazilian standards, 27% from international recommendations and 41% for both Brazilian standards and international requirements (see figure 3).
Figure 3: QUANUM model adapted to Brazilian standards.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An user-friendly tool to evaluate health system quality applied to Nuclear Medicine Services in Brazil was developed based in QUANUM process proposed by IAEA. The Internal Audit (IA) model will attend national regulations and can help to quantify risk levels concerned to the process as a whole. This tool can systematize and improve quality management policy in this field and, at least, be able to attend Regulatory Audit (RA) minimizing non-conformities. As a next step in this project, this audit model will be systematized to become dynamic and user-friendly.
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